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ti 
 ontologiju, a 

posebno epistomologiju. 

Struktura rada 

prepisuju bez citiranja navode iz literature, da bi to izgledalo kao njihov stav. Ovo je 

ja informacija o 

ema zadatak da 

 

Svi navodi u radu moraju da budu citirani (referencirani). Svaki navod, svaki iskaz, 

imate i po nekoliko citata, naprot

citatima, prvo i osnovno pravilo je da sva literatura koja je citirana u tekstu mora da 

koristi APA system of referencing. Odlika ovog stila je upotreba autorovog prezimena 
i godine publikacije za identifikaciju citata u okviru teksta, koja je odvojena zapetom. 

  

ni znakovima 

a usvojite 
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Zotero). Standard je i da 
ase 

vremenom. 

internetu, odnosno doi broj. 

-

pretpostavlja da se autor nalazi na mestu citiranja u tekstu naveden u literaturi (a ne 

 ili abecedi, u zavisnosti od 

pravilo doslednosti  odaberite jedan i dosledno ga koristite. 

izvoru slike. 

  

testa hipoteze. Zaklju
poglavlje rada, ali sa drugim pristupom  

(Introduction, Methods, Results, and Discussion) 
 

Pravilo je ako 

u kvantitetu, ne da imate jednu na 2 lista, a drugu na 100. Potom sledi vrlo 
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bitan deo rada, a to je prikaz literature koju ste koristili u cilju obuhvatanja i shvatanja 

refleksije na temu. U stvari, majstorstvo je da kreiranjem poglavlja i sledom izbora 
 

pokazuje da li ste izabrali pravi filozofski pr
i da li poznajete prednosti i nedostatke metoda prikupljanja i analize podatka koje ste 

je. 

ili. Sve 

celog rada. 

om rada, koji mora biti i 
 prvi red bez 

 prvi 

 

Is  

razumeti je, kako biste imali dobre radove. 

odgovor na pitanje . Metodologija obja

odnosno njen doprinos nauci i kojoj vrsti znanja. Metod nam daje odgovore na pitanja 
. Metodi su alati za prikuplja

Piantanida & Noreen, 1999) preferiraju 
da koriste naziv 

filozofije, (2) pristupa, (3) strategije, (4) prikupljanja podataka i (5) analize podataka.
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anju, ili egzistenciji, ili preciznije (Holsapple & 
Joshi, 2004) 
reprezentujemo. 

Jenni
postoji? Kako znamo da to postoji? 

realizmu (Fleetwood, 2004). 

lozofija (Fleetwood, 2011) koja daje prioritet 

jedna realnost i da takva realnost presudno 

fenomenima (npr. sekundarnog kvaliteta i perceptualnim varkama) ne mogu precizno 

lizam odbacuje post-
modernizam i socijalni strukturalizam. Ako je realnost konstruisana ili kreirana 
potpuno narativno ili diskurzivnom akcijom, onda ne postoji realnost nezavisno od 

na koju se 
mogu porediti i proceniti (tj. presuditi) saznanja. 
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Ilustracija 1  

(Izvor: 
) 

Da bi Vam pribli ili ovaj deo koji je i najva niji, poslu i emo se dijagramima i 
prakti nim primerima. Prvi dijagram (ilustracija 1) pokazuje nam da su, u odnosu na 
realnost i kvantifikaciju realnosti, mogu a samo tri filozofska pravca istra ivanja, jer 
etvrti prazni kvadrant, odn. kvantifikacija nepostoje eg je logi ki i su tinski 

nemogu a.62 Pozitivista smatra da postoji samo jedna realnost i da je tu realnost 
ovati. Iako legia artis 

da bude rezultat interakcije mnogih fenomena (vidi ilustraciju 2). S druge strane, za 
 

62 Jedan ugledni kolega zapitao se da li se teorija relativiteta i kvantna fi

 

Odgovor je: i jedno i drugo

mrtva. Relacija: otvaranjem kutije, tj

slobodu. Dakle, kvantna fizika, nastala na teoriji relativiteta, stvarnost kreira relacijom, ali 
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socijalnog konstruktivistu nisu bitni ni realnost, ni njena kvantifikacija. On ne vidi 

liko realnosti u socijalnom konstruktivizmu koliko ima i 
legia artis 

povezuje one koji su najbitniji i koji je najbolje dekodiraju. 

Dalja analiza ilustracije 2 dovodi nas do 

 

 

Ilustracija 2 a 
(Izvor: 

 ) 

pristupa (Kempster, 2005): (1) induktivni, (2) deduktivni i (3) retroduktivni. 
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pristup. 

strategija (Bond, 2004) je bazirana na pravilima merenja. Ova strategija se bazira na 
entativni. 

stavljeno 

grounded teorija (stvaranje teorije iz 
sakupljenih kvantitativnih podataka). 

Kvalitativna strategija (Easterby-Smit

og realiste (Bond, 2004). Kvalitativna 

(empirijsko posmatranje pojava), grounded teorija (stvaranje teorije iz sakupljenih 
kvalitativnih podataka). Pretpostavka pozitivizma je da ak

ka strategija sigurno 
trebalo da bude kvalitativna. 

podataka, ali da nam to ne bi pravilo zab
-struktuirane, 

nelimitirane tehnike, (2) potpuno struktuirane tehnike i (4) dodatne tehnike. 

Polu- e nisu sve 

tehnike: (1) konverzacija, (2) individualni intervju, (3) informativni (key informant) 
intervju gde se biraju kandidati za intervju na bazi specijalnog znanja, a ne na bazi 

Potpuno struktuirane tehnike su potpuno struktuirane, 
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 (2) anketno struktuirani 

 

o stava respondenta 

prijatan  neprijatan), (2) skale stavova (skala obuhvata merni opseg potencijalnih 
stavova ispitanika, da li su u potpunosti za, slabo protivni, itd.) i (3) opservacije (u 

se ove tehnike koriste u primenjenim projektima, a manje u akademskim 
 

anja podataka, ako Vas 

vantitativnim metodama 

 

 
argument (Kempster, 2005). Dve komponente argumenta su: (1) davanje iskaza/izjave 

verov

 

 

budu (1) primerene, potom moraju da budu (2) prihvatljive i na kraju i (3) izvodljive. 

st, misli se 

, 
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RESEARCH PROCEDURES IN MANAGEMENT AND BUSINESS 
ECONOMICS RESEARCH 

 
Slobodan Adzi 63, 64, 65 

Abstract 

The topic of this paper is the advantages and disadvantages of critical realism, 
positivism and social constructivism. The goal of the authors of this paper is to 
explain why critical realism is a more favorable methodological approach in 
academic management research. Critical realism gives priority to epistemology in 
relation to ontology in the sense that for the critical realist there is one reality and 
that such reality decisively affects the way in which knowledge about it will be 
obtained. A critical realist claims that there is only one reality, but which can be 
interpreted differently. Although he believes that there is only one reality, he does not 
strive to quantify or describe it, but to understand it. The research strategy of the 
critical realist is qualitative, but when collecting data both qualitative and 
quantitative methods are used. A qualitative strategy can provide a better explanation 
of a phenomenon than a quantitative one because it tends to describe, decode, and 
interpret findings that emphasize meaning, not frequency. This allows us to examine 
the meanings of social activities in a social context, which is the goal of the critical 
realist. When analyzing data, a critical realist always makes an argument. By using 
data from his own research, referencing, quoting verbatim, showing specific 
examples and citing other cases, the critical realist establishes an argument, 
highlights its importance, justifies it, proves it, and demonstrates his conclusion. 
Keywords: business economics, methodology, research management, research 
procedures, critical realism, positivism, social constructivism, ontology, 
epistemology. 

Introduction 

The aim of this paper is to help students and young researchers to understand the 
methodology. It is important to understand it in order to have good works. 
Methodology is the way to understand the question of "why" when creating scientific 
work, in order to understand the advantages and limitations of methods and the 
soundness of the chosen philosophical approach. However, we have to start this text 
from the basics, which are citations, what the introduction and conclusion are for, and 
what the logical sequence of the work looks like. In the following, we will present the 
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methodology of scientific research, with an emphasis on its philosophy - ontology, 
and especially epistomology. 

Structure of work 

For some reason, students believe that they should pay more attention to their 
reflections and thoughts on the topic of the work, than to presenting the literature they 
read. This is probably the reason for inadequate citation of literature, which makes the 
work plagiarism, which is more than enough to get you kicked out of many foreign 
universities. Often, students copy the statements from the literature without citing 
them, so that it looks like their point of view. This is a totally wrong academic 
approach. Students are in college to learn. Their works should not have "I think" 
sentences at any cost. The academic citizen should demonstrate the ability to find 
information about a problem from the literature. The research part of the work should 
demonstrate the student's ability to do methodologically correct research, the results, 
even at the doctorate, which is the only scientific contribution, are of secondary 
importance. The doctoral student's mentor does not have the task of leading the 
candidate to an ingenious solution, but to prepare him for further and more fruitful 
research, which should follow from the doctorate (a doctorate is not a scientific work) 
and which the future scientist will do for the rest of his career. 

All statements in the paper must be cited (referenced). Every quote, every statement, 
every statement must have a trace in the literature. Also, all theory presented in the 
paper must be properly cited. It is not a problem if you have several quotes in one 
sentence, on the contrary, it shows that you have mastered the art of quoting. Correct 
citation is probably what students fear the most, but we can comfort them by saying 
that there is no common standard anywhere in the world. When we talk about 
citations, the first and basic rule is that all literature cited in the text must be found in 
the list of references at the end of the paper. APA is mostly used in management 
studies system of referencing. A feature of this style is the use of the author's last 
name and the year of publication to identify quotations within the text, separated by 
commas. 

We believe that the APA style contributed to changing our old standard of putting the 
year at the end of the cited work (Tomic, 1964), which is more logical because in our 
country the year ends with a period, so that the cited work looks like a sentence, 
which is and correctly. However, the new standard, which was also adopted in our 
country, is more transparent. In literature, the difference between a book and an 
article must be clearly recognized, and the standard is to cite the book in italics and 
the article in regular font. The publisher of the book and the name of the journal are in 
reverse font, i.e. the publisher is in plain, the journal is in italics. 

We note again that there is no single rule because there are many citation styles, the 
basic thing is that all individual parts of the quotation are separated by punctuation 
marks. Someone would not put a comma between the last name and the first name, or. 
initials, one would not put a colon after the parenthesis, while some styles are based 
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exclusively on commas, so some put a period after each item. What is important is 
that you adopt one of the styles and be consistent in its application. Experienced 
researchers will use one of the many referencing software (eg Zotero). It is also 
standard to write the date of the visit to the source from the Internet, because sites can 
change and disappear over time. And always write the title or name of that source, not 
just the site address and date of visit. It is also standard for the article to include its 
digital identifier on the Internet, i.e. the doi number. 

What is a little more demanding is in-text citation. Generally, there are three ways 
you can do this: (1) author-year, which is the prevailing standard in management 
research, (2) using square brackets, which is preferred by engineers, which assumes 
that the author is located at the in-text citation given in literature (and not 
alphabetically) and (3) using footnotes, which is the most prevalent among students, 
because MS Word allows us to use it without any major problem. It is important that 
the work from the footnotes is also found in the literature, which is sorted 
alphabetically or alphabetically, depending on the letter. Although the last way of 
citing is considered the most "unacademic", again the rule of consistency applies - 
choose one and use it consistently. 

And let's say something about the pictures in the text. Every graphic in the text, be it 
an illustration, a table or the like. it must "live" independently of the text. This means 
it must have a serial number, title and source. However, the source is never marked 
with a footnote, while the other two mentioned ways are allowed. However, the most 
useful is the system that lists the entire work in the image source. 

Another colorful thing that we noticed in the homework is the use of introduction and 
conclusion. We use the word use deliberately, because they have their own use value. 
Namely, when a scientist does research, he only reads introductions and conclusions. 
The introduction tells him what the work is about and how it is structured, while the 
conclusion tells him about the main results of the work and its limitations. Only if he 
is interested in the introduction and conclusion, he reads the body of the paper. The 
basic rule is therefore that the introduction and conclusion should be written last. A 
little secret of great researchers is that, after the finished text, they first write the 
conclusion, and only then the introduction. The introduction is structured so that the 
first paragraph or paragraphs define the problem and the scope of the problem, as well 
as the researcher's relationship to the problem - why he is researching it, what his 
motives are, etc., while every other paragraph describes an individual chapter of the 
work. The last paragraph of the introduction is related to the conclusion, and it only 
highlights the hypothesis or research question and notes that the conclusion contains 
the answer to the research question or the evaluation of the hypothesis test. The 
conclusion is the opposite of the introduction, each paragraph is linked to a separate 
chapter of the work, but with a different approach - the basic idea of the chapter is 
presented. In the last paragraph, the most important results of the research, which 
have already been detailed in the text, are highlighted again. There is no waiting for 
the conclusion to present them. There is no waiting because the structure of the work 
is also standardized, and the English acronym IMRAD (Introduction, Methods, 
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Results, and Discussion) explains the structure of the work: introduction, 
methodology, results and discussion (with a conclusion). 

So, we start the work with an introduction. We decide for ourselves whether we will 
present the research problem and research objectives in the introduction, or whether 
they deserve a whole chapter. The rule is - if you have material for the whole chapter, 
then write it, but make sure that your chapters are uniform in quantity, not that you 
have one on 2 pages and the other on 100. Then follows a very important part of the 
work, which is the presentation of the literature which you used in order to grasp and 
understand the problem. In this part (which can occupy several heads) strictly avoid 
your reflections on the topic. In fact, the mastery is to show your attitude or opinion 
by creating a chapter and sequence of literature selection. 

It may seem a little strange that the next part of the work is the methodology, but it 
doesn't look so strange if you understand that every work is based on the so-called 
desk research, which is a review of the literature, and that you don't have to 
emphasize that in the methodology, because something like that is taken for granted. 
The part about the methodology, which we will discuss in the rest of this text, shows 
whether you have chosen the right philosophical direction in your research, whether 
you understand it, as well as whether you know the advantages and disadvantages of 
the methods of data collection and analysis that you used in your research, because 
based on this knowledge, you chose certain methods to conduct your research. 

The research results certainly deserve a full head. Ideally, the interpretation of the 
results, conclusions and recommendations should also receive a lot of space and 
several heads, but you can also put them in one. At the end follows the conclusion in 
the way we have already discussed. Everything related to the research 
(questionnaires, tables, project, etc.) should be found in the attachment, while after 
the title page there is a summary or abstract of the entire work up to one A4 page. 

Number the heads and chapters and align the content with the structure of the paper, 
which must be both reviewed and accurate. You can use the American form of 
paragraph formatting - first line without indentation with paragraph spacing. You can 
also use the French form - the first line indented and without spaces between 
paragraphs, but don't mix them up or invent a third one, because there is no such 
thing. am not saying that the type and size of the font should be uniform. And very 
importantly, avoid bullet points. They may be perfectly fine for a prospectus, but they 
are by no means suitable for a scientific paper. 

Research procedures 

The work should be not only clean in terms of content, which was the subject of the 
previous chapter, but also clean in methodology. The methodology is generally 
considered redundant by students, which is a mistake. It is important, but it is not 
necessary to be an expert in methodology. It is important to understand it in order to 
have good works.
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First of all, when we conduct research we use methods, not methodology, because 
methodology is a science that studies methods (Bond, 2004). The methodology gives 
us an answer to the question why. The methodology explains the philosophy, 
approach and strategy of the research, how to collect and analyze the data, and 
defines the implications of the research, i.e. its contribution to science and what kind 
of knowledge. The method gives us answers to the questions of what and how. 
Methods are tools for data collection, followed by techniques such as interviews, 
surveys, etc. Because of possible confusion, some authors (Piantanida & Noreen, 
1999) prefer to use the name research procedure. Kempster (2005) claims that to 
explain research procedures in applied research one should know the basics of: (1) 
philosophy, (2) approach, (3) strategy, (4) data collection, and (5) data analysis. 

Ontology and epistemology are commonly used to explain philosophy. Ontology can 
be defined as the science of existence, or more precisely (Holsapple & Joshi, 2004) as 
a simplified and explicit specification of the phenomenon we want to represent. 
Epistemology is the science of knowledge, but also the relationship between the 
researcher and what is known (Jenning, 2004). The ontological question is: What 
exists? The epistemological question is: How do we know it exists? What is important 
is that the epistemology of management research should be based on critical realism 
(Fleetwood, 2004). 

Critical realism is a scientific philosophy (Fleetwood, 2011) that prioritizes 
epistemology (the study of how knowledge is obtained) over ontology (the study of 
being or existence) in the sense that for a critical realist there is one reality and that 
such reality decisively affects the way to get knowledge about it. It is a theory that 
observing some phenomena (eg of primary quality) can and will accurately describe 
external objects, characteristics and phenomena, while other phenomena (eg of 
secondary quality and perceptual illusions) cannot accurately describe external 
objects, characteristics and phenomena. Critical realism rejects universal approaches 
and demands that the phenomena being observed dictate what research methods and 
techniques will be used. Since the critical realist claims that there is only one reality, 
but which can be interpreted differently, then there is always the possibility of 
comparing and evaluating different knowledge and research in relation to it. Critical 
realism rejects the positivist preoccupation with prediction and (often inappropriate) 
quantification and measurement. According to the critical realist, social phenomena, 
often with great difficulty, can be understood, but often not (meaningfully) measured, 
bearing in mind his preference for qualitative methods. Also, critical realism rejects 
post-modernism and social structuralism. If reality is constructed or created entirely 
by narrative or discursive action, then there is no reality independent of language or 
discourse. In such a case, there is no single reality in relation to which knowledge can 
be compared and evaluated (i.e. judged).
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Illustration 3. Possible epistemological approaches 

(Source: 
management research or My British experiences on methodology in management) 

In order to bring this part, which is the most important, closer to you, we will use 
diagrams and practical examples. The first diagram (illustration 1) shows us that, in 
relation to reality and the quantification of reality, only three philosophical lines of 
research are possible, because the fourth empty quadrant, or quantification of the non-
existent is logically and essentially impossible. 66The positivist believes that there is 
only one reality and that this reality can be quantified. Although legia artis in the 
natural sciences, this approach is not suitable in management research, although it is 
quite present. The positivist often tends to make a final judgment on the basis of only 

 
66A distinguished colleague wondered whether relativity and quantum physics could be found 
in the empty quadrant. The answer is negative. For understanding, we will present the classic 
Schrödinger test, the so-called Schrödinger's cat, which gives us the opportunity to understand 

will put two containers, one with food and the other with poison. Now imagine a cat that we 
put in that box and that has two possibilities - to survive, eating healthy food, or to die, eating 
poisoned food. After a certain time, we ask the question: is the cat alive or dead? The answer 
is: both. Reality: the cat, its life and death, exist as realities only inside the box. From the point 
of view of our current understanding of that unknown reality, the cat is both alive and dead. 
Relation: by opening the box, ie. only by making a relation between our reality and the reality 
of the black box can we solve the enigma of the cat. Unless we choose this relationship, we 
cannot have an answer. So, our curiosity will kill the cat. Or release her alive. Therefore, 
quantum physics, based on the theory of relativity, creates reality by relation, but when it 
creates it, it must also measure it, which is a property of positivism. If this were not the case, 
so much money would not have been spent on the CERN discovery of the so-called divine 
particles.
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one phenomenon, although reality may be the result of the interaction of many 
phenomena (see illustration 2). On the other hand, neither reality nor its quantification 
is important for a social constructivist. He does not see one reality, he constructs it in 
his mind, and because of that (see illustration 2) it is possible that there are exactly as 
many realities in social constructivism as there are researchers, which can be legia 
artis for many sociological and psychological researches. For a critical realist, reality 
is important. He believes that there is only one reality, but he does not strive for its 
quantification, but for its understanding. Therefore (see illustration 2) the critical 
realist chooses those phenomena that best explain reality and logically chooses and 
connects those that are most important and that best decode it. 

Further analysis of illustration 2 leads us to the conclusion that critical realism is the 
most appropriate and scientifically the best philosophical approach, because it 
represents both a critique of materialism and a critique of subjective idealism 

as an attempt to overcome the lack of neorealism and naive realism. At the same time, 
it opposes the idealistic tendency in philosophy and in this sense can lead to scientific 
materialism." 

 

 

Illustration 4. Research field of knowledge 
(Source: 

management research or My British experiences on methodology in management) 

We move from philosophy to research approaches. There are three possible research 
approaches (Kempster, 2005): (1) inductive, (2) deductive, and (3) retroductive. The 
inductive approach is a "from the particular to the general" approach. The inductive 
approach implies that the theory is derived from the data. The deductive approach is a 
"general to particular" approach. In this approach, a theory is proposed or 
hypothesized based on a hypothesis and a research strategy is developed to test the 
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proposed hypothesis. The retroductive approach rests on analogy. According to the 
retroductive approach, the theory is developed based on the conclusions of other 
related theories, the experience of the researcher or by using the metaphor "does it 
make sense?" In management research, in most cases you will base your research on a 
research question or hypothesis, so you will most often use a deductive approach. 

There are two main research strategies: qualitative and quantitative. Quantitative 
strategy (Bond, 2004) is based on measurement rules. This strategy is based on the 
collection and analysis of numerical data, which are often extensive and 
representative. The basic phases of research are: measurement, prediction and 
confirmation or refutation of the hypothesis. It is important to note that certain rules 
must exist in a quantitative research strategy, such as a length of one meter is a rule 
set in order to accurately measure length. Examples of quantitative strategies: survey, 
experimental design, grounded theory (creating a theory from collected quantitative 
data). 

A qualitative strategy (Easterby-Smith et al., 1991) seeks to describe, decode, 
interpret, and arrive at findings that emphasize meaning, not frequency. This allows 
us to examine the meanings of social activities and allows us to place them in a social 
context, which is the goal of a critical realist (Bond, 2004). The qualitative strategy is 
based on the collection and analysis of non-numerical data in order to conduct a 
detailed investigation of a small number of data. The basic phases of research are: 
discovery, description and explanation of the phenomenon defined by the research 
question. Examples of qualitative strategies: case study, ethnography, phenomenology 
(empirical observation of phenomena), grounded theory (creating a theory from 
collected qualitative data). The assumption of positivism is that if something exists it 
can be measured (Jankowicz, 1996), which is not a critical realist philosophy at all. 
Generally speaking, a qualitative approach can provide a better explanation of a 
phenomenon than a quantitative one (Faulkner et al., 1993), so your research strategy 
should certainly be qualitative. 

As a critical realist, the difference between qualitative and quantitative research 
should be very clear to you on a philosophical level, however, when we come to the 
use of methods and research design, that difference is erased, because the 
combination of both methods at the level of data collection provides a better 
explanation of the phenomenon being investigated. So, there are both qualitative and 
quantitative research techniques of data collection, but in order not to confuse us, we 
will use a more precise division (Jankowicz, 1996), which divides research techniques 
into: (1) semi-structured, unlimited techniques, (2) completely structured techniques 
and (4) additional techniques. 

Semi-structured techniques are based on contents and series that are not all specified 
in advance. They are also unlimited because respondents have the option to answer in 
their own words. Such techniques provide the researcher with a large amount of rich 
and fruitful, but not organized, data. There are four such techniques: (1) conversation, 
(2) individual interview, (3) informative (key informant) interview - where candidates 
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for the interview are selected based on special knowledge, not based on chance, and 
(4) focus groups. 

Fully structured techniques are fully structured, which means that the contents and 
series are predetermined and it is very likely that the answer of the participants in the 
research cannot deviate from the given template. Such techniques provide numerical, 
statistically based analyses. Two such techniques are common: (1) survey and (2) 
survey-structured interview. There are also two procedural variants: (1) postal survey 
and (2) telephone interview. The Internet also provides tools for structured data 
collection. 

Additional techniques consist of: (1) network of possibilities (arriving at the 
respondent's attitude using simple but contrasting adjective and verb phrases, e.g. 
pleasant - unpleasant), (2) scale of attitudes (the scale covers the measurement range 
of potential attitudes of respondents, whether are fully in favor, weakly against, etc.) 
and (3) observations (in two contrasting variants: structural observation and field 
experiment). Usually these techniques are used in applied projects and less in 
academic research. 

Summarizing your research strategy and data collection methods or techniques, if 
someone asks you whether your research is qualitative or quantitative, tell them that's 
the wrong question. The answer you should then give would be: "My research 
strategy is qualitative, but use both qualitative and quantitative data collection 
methods in order to best encompass the research problem, which is called 
triangulation." Well, now you know what triangulation means. 

When analyzing data, a critical realist differs from others because he always presents 
an argument (Kempster, 2005). The two components of an argument are: (1) making 
a statement/statement and (2) presenting reasons or evidence for the given statement 
to be accepted by others, using assumptions, inferences, and assertions. By argument, 
the critical realist influences the beliefs of others that his suggestions are correct, that 
is, he convinces others of his own logic. By using data from his own research, 
referencing, quoting verbatim, showing specific examples and citing other cases, the 
critical realist establishes an argument, highlights its importance, justifies it, proves it, 
and demonstrates his conclusion. 

Conclusion 

If you use this text when creating your paper and you have reached the final, i.e. 
drawing conclusions and recommendations, the first thing you must be sure of is that 
your conclusions can really be drawn from the findings, that is, that they "flow 
naturally" from the findings (Kirkup, 2005). Recommendations, or new scientific 
knowledge, should satisfy three tests. First, they must be (1) appropriate, then they 
must be (2) acceptable, and finally (3) feasible.

Finally, let us emphasize that there are (Faulkner et al., 1993) four possible errors in 
research. Primarily, it is (1) the sample, which in management research is often small 
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and unrepresentative. Also the error can be (2) reliability, meaning the reliability of 
the data, that is, the correct use of research methods and techniques, in the sense that 
the researcher did not invent or incorrectly enter the data, and was not careless in 
collecting and analyzing the data. And (3) validity can be a mistake, meaning the 
validity of the claims, that is, whether the explanations refer to exactly what the 
researcher states is the subject of the research. Finally, (4) researcher bias is the last, 
and perhaps the most dangerous, error. 
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